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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of the thesis is to answer research question on what kind of contemporary landform design

ideas could be used in Estonia in the context of landform functionality.

The literature review is  determining factors that should be taken into account  before starting a

design process. Estonia's relief is investigated to understand the topographic context in which the

design ideas should be applied. Chapter on the desing of landforms aims to give an overview of

design principles that should be followed to fit the design into Estonian context. Landform stability

is  studied  to  understand  nature's  restrictions  to  applying the  design  ideas.  The  way  landforms

interact with sound is studied to be able to effectively muffle noise or intensify it in the design of

outdoor concert venues. Microclimate is aimed to be improve with the help of landscape modelling.

A survey of Landezine web magazine is conducted to find out contemporary landscape architecture

approaches in using landforms in design. It can then be evaluated in context of Estonia. The survey

is based on the findings of literature review - ideas that could potentially be used in Estonia are

chosen for further analysis.

I am thankful for the help and advice from my supervisor Friedrich Kuhlmann.



1. RELIEF AND LANDFORMS

1.1 Estonia's relief

As a part  of  East  European Plain the  macroforms of  Estonian relief  are  plateaus,  uplands and

depressions between and bordering them, also lowlands (Arold, 2005). The overall flatness is the

main characteristic of Estonian relief, as the differences of hights rarely exceed 30 meters. Nearly

half of the territory, especially western Estonia with its lower relief  has hights 0...50 meters above

sea level. Higher then 100 meters above sea level is less than 10% of Estonia. The macroforms of

Estonia's territory are uplands 15%, plateaus and undulating plains 37%, lowlands 46%, valleys 2%

(Tõnisson & Pihel, 1999). 

Lower  parts  of  Estonia's  topography  are  located  mostly  in  Western  Estonia  and  near  larger

waterbodies such as Lake Peipsi and Lake Võrtsjärv. There is also narrow coastal plain near the

Gulf of Finland (Tõnisson & Pihel, 1999). Slightly undulating moraine relief is characteristic to this

area. It alternates with smaller and larger plains made by glacial lakes and plains of sea sediments

(Astover, 2012). Higher landforms are for example dunes and hills. Compared to the other parts of

Estonia the lowland has been under the influence of the sea for a longer time. Soil is less fertile in

the coastal areas because of its recent formation and stoney structure. In the inland the reason for

less fertile soils is paludification. In the valleys of South Estonia infertile sandy soils are prevailing

(Tõnisson & Pihel, 1999). 

The relief of plateaus and plains are even and flat or slightly undulating. The relief is articulated by

deep river valleys, largest of which is ancient valley of river Emajõgi. The Plain of Middle Estonia

together with northern plateaus has regolith outcrop of limestone, in Ugandi Plateau the regolith is

made of sandstone.  This determines the features of the soil  and vegetation in  the areas.  Plains

compared to lowlands are less paludificated and mineral soils are prevailing (Tõnisson & Pihel,

1999).

Uplands are located in the eastern and southern part  of Estonia. These can be characterized by

articulated topography – hilly areas are alternating with depressions, soils and vegetation are also

varied. Uplands are the starting points for many rivers that have large gradient in the upper stream

and create often deep valleys. Regolith can outcrop in these valleys (Tõnisson & Pihel, 1999).

Pandivere Upland located in northeast is more flat and  less articulated compared to other uplands in
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Estonia.  Vooremaa  is  located  in  the  south  from Pandivere.  It  is  characterized  by  long  narrow

drumlins   that   are located in   northwest and southeast direction. Southern  Estonia has  undulating

relief of moraine. Otepää and Haanja Uplands have a highly differing topography compared to the

surroundings. Relief there is much more hilly and slopes are steeper (mostly 5 - 20 degrees, in some

places even 30 degrees). The land used in agriculture is intensely eroded (Astover, 2012).

The highest peaks of Estonia are located in Haanja Upland, and the topmost hill is Suur Munamägi

(318 meters above sea level). Topographic prominences characterize the actual relief in human scale

better and show the articulation of it. The natural hill with highest topographic prominance is also in

Haanja – Vällamägi with 204 meters from the sea level and has 88 meters of prominence. Some of

the river valleys and the Klint of North Estonia also have topographic prominence of more than 50

meters (Tõnisson & Pihel, 1999). Anthropogenic semicoke hills in North East of Estonia are the

actual highest peaks – according to geographer Taavi Pae the highest semicoke hill has prominence

of more than 122 meters (Relve, 2005).

1.2 Estonia's landforms

Landforms are parts of land or seabottom that differ from the surrounding areas with their height,

appearance, internal construction and origin (Astover, 2012). A flat plain can as well be a landform

if it differs from neighbouring landforms. There are several ways to classify landforms:  according

to  its  origin,  appearance,  age,  components  and so  on  (Tõnisson  & Pihel,  1999).  The  term on

'landform' has a very broad meaning and therefore the thesis is concentrating on mesoforms that are

likely to become one of the main components in a landscape design. Mesoforms in Estonia have

prominence of 2 - 100 (115) meters (Arold, 2004).

The  elements  of  landforms  are  facets  (ceiling,  bottom,  slope),  edges  (bank)  and  dots  (peak).

Landforms can be divided as positive (mountains,  uplands),  negative (depressions,  valleys) and

neutral (plains); also single and joint forms. According to the top view landforms can be separated

as round (hill, hollow), oval (valley); also by predominant slope angle: not steep (below 5 degrees),

medium (5 - 10 degrees) and steep (over 10 degrees) (Astover, 2012).

Negative landforms in Estonia are valleys, hollows ja vann (term in Estonian) (shown in Table 1).

Most noticable of those are valley groups that take up 1,5% of Estonia's territory. Valleys are shaped
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by flowing water into long, narrow and concave landforms. In most cases a flowing river is the

central element of a valley. There is also a floodplain on the shores of the river that will be flooded

during the periods of high discharge. Many valleys also have natural terraces. 

Table 1. Estonia's positive and negative meso landforms (Astover, 2012).

Plateaus are flat landforms although some types of plateus have some diversity of form - plains can

be horizontal, inclined (outwash plains on the slopes of uplands), undulating (moraine plains) and

valley-shaped  plains  (ancient  valleys).  Subgroups  of  plateaus  are:  limestone  (3,9%),  moraine

(11,3%), washed moraine (19,4%), Glacial Lake (20,6%), Glacial River (2,3%), sea (4,9%), lake,

river (1,3%), technogenic plateaus (1%) and bogs (22,3%) (Arold, 2005). 

One of the symbols of Estonian nature the more than 200 kilometers long Klint of North Estonia

that is also an exaple of limestone plateau. Klint appears also in Saaremaa and Muhu islands and in

West Estonia Lowland but to a lesser extent. North Estonia Klint has one one or two, rarely more

different elevations. The upper layer is made of limestone and lower of sandstone. 12 different rock

types are outcropped that have stratified during almost 100 million years and stored up many fossils

as well. Horizontal stratification of stone layers is visible along many kilometers (Arold, 2005). 

The main positive meso landforms in Estonia are icecap-made (drumlins, moraine hills,  eskers,

kames and kames of moraine). In addition to these, there are wind-made dunes and beach ridges

formed by sea waves or large waterbodies (Arold, 2004).

Estonia has  more than 1000  drumlines (Arold, 2005). Typically  drumlines  are  made  of  moraine,

remind bread  with its oval  form and have  been shaped by active ice  on the edges of glacier. These
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form a steamlined morphogenetic row that starts with the small landform künnis (term in Estonian)

and ends with steep-sloped landforms seljakud. The slopes of drumlines can vary greately from 4 -

20 degrees. The largest of them can be 2,5 - 5 (13) kilometers long and 0,4 – 0,8 kilometers wide.

The height of a drumline can also vary – from few meters to 40 (almost 80) meters (Arold, 2005).

Moraine hills origin from the end of last ice age when the moraine brought by glacier had piled up

into hills. These are located mostly in the borders of uplands. Moraine hills are often low, less than

10 meters and surrounded by depressions. These are larger in the boarders of uplands and smaller

when located in plateaus (Arold, 2005). 

Eskers are positive oblong landforms that are placed as rows. These contain pebble gravel and sand.

Eskers often appear together with kames that have the same kind of stone content but differ in form

(Arold, 2005). These are known for their poor soil qualities (not very fertile and dry) and are almost

everywhere taken into use as forest areas (Arold, 2005). Since the stone content is similar, they also

have same soil and plant community (Arold, 2005). 

Kames in Estonia are small landforms with an area of mostly less than 10 square kilometers. Kames

were formed in varying topographical conditions and heights – in depressions and valleys, on the

slopes of uplands and on top of other glacier-made landforms (drumlines and Glacial Lake plains).

Moraine kames are a subtype of these, characterized by 1 – 2 (3) m covering layer of loam moraine.

These can be found in the higher relief parts of Haanja, Otepää and Karula Uplands (Arold, 2005). 

Dunes are landforms in the shores of sea or lake formed by wind activity. Dunes are formed when

strong waves bring large quantities of sand to the beach creating sand dune to the line of highest

water level. As sand has dried in wind and sun, it will be transmitted by wind further to the inland

forming new larger dunes (Arold, 2005). Finally sand will be stopped by vegetation or stones and

over time covered with plants. Large sand dunes are historical - created by for example Baltic Ice

Lake and Littorina Sea,  but  can also be found on the northern shore of Lake Peipsi.  Recently

formed lower sand dune ranges  can be found in Kloogaranna,  Vääna and elsewhere.  Dunes in

Estonia contain mostly fine-grined and medium-grine sand (Astover, 2012).

Beach ridges are low landforms emerging in the coast of the Baltic Sea and Lake Peipsi. There are

both typical ridges of stone shingle and also duned ridges of sand. Ridges are formed with the help

of storm waves that bring stones of different sizes to the beach (Arold, 2005). 
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2. DESIGN

2.1 Design considerations for relief

There are four different methods in developing a hill (shown on Figure 1). Preservation is used if

the landform can be integrated into design without changing it. Accentuation helps to emphasize the

character of a landform or some parts of a hill.  The changing of landforms shape can be either

alteration or destruction depending on the extent of modification.

Figure 1. The methods of developing a hill (Simonds & Stake, 2006).

Almost  all  of  the  landscape  projects  contain  relief  alteration  of  some  extent  to  improve  soil

conditions.  Most  of  the  changes  (lowering too steep slopes,  terracing  a  slope,  increasing  slope

angle, creating ramps and so on) are made for functional reasons (Nurme, 2003).

An 'ideal' relief for a site is often seen as a smooth line instead of varied natural landscape (shown

on Figure 2 as thick line above). It is the way of construction that tries to control the nature by

creating man-made paradise – landscape is revised by bulldozer, boulders are buried, natural water

such as  brookes  led into storm sewer  or  culvert.  That  kind  of  landscape  is  then covered  with

artificial exotic fauna (Simonds & Stake, 2006).

Building in harmony with existing relief provides the human scale we find so appealing in the older

cultures, in which economy of materials and space dictated a close relationship of structure and

landscape form (Simonds & Stake, 2006). Basing on and working up existing topography also helps

the design to blend into surrounding landscape and helps being 'true to a site' – just as alien spieces

seem as unnatural, the same might happen to relief (Coltart, 2007).

Landforms are the  resolution of myriad  forces at work over a long  period of time (explained  more

in depth in chapter Landform stability) and changing landforms affects existing stability. Older 
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landforms have for example natural drainageways that will be changed. Using existing landforms

helps to prevent the wasting of topsoil and preclude the need for erosion control and replanting

(Simonds & Stake, 2006). 

If relief is changed, from economical and also energy-saving point of view it is best to balance the

amounts of cut and fill on a site in order to avoid having to import and export material (Dee: 2001).

Figure 2. The destruction of existing landforms on upper figure and building into existing condition on lower (Simonds
& Stake, 2006).

The main principles of gentle contouring in harmony with nature could be taken over from English

landscape garden. According to it the beauty of relief depends on slope angles and proportions.

Undulating relief is preferred as it adds interest compared to plains and provides more views than

hilly topography. Still, unnatural geometrical and regular forms (circle, rectangle) are not suggested

(Kaare, 2008).

One of the main tools for adding interest in landscape is opposing 'calm' and 'restless' elements of

design, repeating same landforms should be avoided (Kaare, 2008). Principles of form accentuation

could also be used to  emphasize chosen landforms with the help of vegetation or other design

elements.  Some examples  are  -  positive landforms seem optically  lower  if  lower vegetation or

structures are used on top of it and vice versa, steeper if high plants are used; placing higher trees in

depressions helps to make ovarall relief seem more even (Nurme, 2003).

2.1.1 Design of plateau

In design built or natural plateau is an attractive landform that enables slight separation from the

surroundings. It can be used for casual necessities such as protection measure for flowerbeds or

trees,  creation of 'garden  rooms' of different  function,  skateboarding  or climbing for  children.  A
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higher plateau may enable recreational value, a journey of anticipation and view. Plateaus can also

be used for ceremonial activities (Dee, 2001).

2.1.2 Design of positive landforms

Outdoor space surrounding people is divided conditionally into 'garden rooms' by relief, vegetation

and building structures. Transitions from one room to another need to be clear, otherwise the room

is only articulated  (Nurme, 2003).  That idea can be easily used when differences in elevation are

noticable in the site. Stairs help to create transitions in relief. Elevation places people in the garden

rather than on it and invites visitors to walk and look around (Brookes, 2002).

Positive landform might function as a landmark depending on the level  of contrast  it  has with

surroundings. Higher landforms can be used for recreation as they provide physical excercise. One

of the main value of using higher parts of topography in design is  that view and prospect  are

provided (Dee, 2001). Smaller positive landforms such as natural or artificial mounds and mounts

are also an important element in children's play. It allows climbing, views, rolling, chasing and

sitting or flying kites (Dee, 2001). Although elevations in landscape have several design advantages,

using wheeled toys and wheelchair will be limited unless special ramps are used.

2.1.3. Design of sunken landforms

Digging into the ground, rising banks around an area or using existing negative landforms is one of

the  main  methods  used  in  landform  design.  One

thing  to  notice  is  that  artificially  created  bowls

should  have  gentle  sides  to  avoid  'pit-like'  effect

(Dee, 2001).

Artificial and natural depressions in topography can

attract  attention  as  they  differ  from  surrounding

relief  and  functioning  as  natural  gathering  places.

They provide also microclimate contrast to the           Figure 3. Examples of sunken landforms (Dee, 2001)

surroundings.  Larger  landforms  such  as  bowls  form  for example  natural  theatres,  and  endless
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variations on the theatre form for the design of public and collective space. Hollows are smaller,

more intimate spaces for secluded sitting or play that could also be used in design (Dee, 2001).

2.2 Creating new landforms

There is variation in the relief of Estonia but the main characteristic of it is flatness. That should be

taken into account when designing new landforms as these should fit  into general surrounding.

Considerably  contrasting  landform  acts  as  foci  in  landscape.  'Foci'  in  landscape  refers  to

differentiated, contrasting or isolated forms that possess cultural, social, practical and orientation

functions because of their visual distinction (Dee, 2001). Therefore, creating contrast in elevation

might be also deliberately used to emphasize some places.

Each vertical element imposed must be considered not only in terms of its own form but also as a

background against which other objects may be seen or across which shadow patterns must be cast

(Simonds & Stake, 2006). Natural isolated high landforms can be used in design to attract users to a

place. They can be endpoints to journeys, central points or places to climb and overlook landscape

and its activities. Mounts can also play a significant role in children's play (Dee, 2001). The same

principles can also be applied to lower landforms.

New created landforms can be artificial-looking or imitating nature. Artificial looking landforms

can  be  designed  as  art  objects  that  are  called  landart.  That  style  is  mostly  practiced  outside

settlements. Landsculpture on the other hand is often used in urban context in the design of places

that can not be vegetated or maintained as usual (Nurme, 2003). Landscape as an art object can be

very attractive and improve the quality of public space. But it should be kept in mind that art can

not replace everyday functions. People tend to get used to new appearance of a space even if it has

an artistic design and still feel bored (Tuul, 2009). 

Perception of landforms depends on its size, massiveness and dynamics (using asymmetry of form)

and those principles could be considered when designing new topography. When deciding on how

large landforms to create, it would be beneficial to look at the proportions of site. Unconsciously

people compare all of the objects with their own height or etalons such as building, trees and so on

(Nurme,  2003).  Too large  landforms might  be  perceived  as  afflicting  and too  small  might  get

unnoticed.
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Massiveness of an object is its 'visual weight'. Just as for object's size, here is also important the

relation between created landform and its surroundings. Larger, unarticulated and darker objects are

perceived as more massive (Nurme, 2003). Landforms can be articulated for example by creating

terraces. Choice of surfacing materials is also important.
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3. LANDFORM STABILITY

3.1 General principles

Morfology of a slope develops over a very long period of time as a result of several endogenous

processes (within crust) and exogenous (fluvial, waves, glacier, wind, groundwater, anthropogenic

and so on) factors, finally reaching a state of equilibrium among stabilizing and destabilizing slope

forces.  Balanced form of a landform will remain as long as affecting factors, climate conditions,

moisture content,  vegetation cover  and geological  structure will  not  change (Mander  & Liiber,

2014). Designing landforms causes landscape disruption of some extent. 

The prevailing shape of balanced slope varies in different climates. Estonia has humid climate and

therefore landforms balanced for long time can typically be identified by S-shaped slopes (shown

on Figure 4) (Mander & Liiber, 2014). Smooth S-shaped slopes rarely exceed 45 degrees inclination

and  are  mostly  covered  with  substantial  vegetation,  steeper  S-slopes  slopes  are  commonly

associated with hilly terrain, mountain foothills, and costal areas where there is a permanent forest

cover (Marsh, 2005).

Figure 4. Five slope types (Marsh, 2005)

In addition to S-shape, there are four other basic slope forms as well detectable on contour maps:

straight, concave, convex, and irregular (shown on Figure 4) that also provide clues about a slope's

makeup, past behavior, and potential stability (Marsh, 2005).

Concavities in otherwise straight or S-shaped slopes are often signs of former failures (slides or

slumps, disturbance from logging operations, road building, pipeline construction, or destabilizing

subsurface  conditions).  Convex  shape  may  indicate  the  presence  of  bedrock  in  the  midslope,

loading of the upper and middle slope by deposits, or retreat of the footslope due to wave erosion or

a road cut. Irregular slopes of bedrock are caused by variations in the resistance of adjacent strata to

weathering and erosion. In other instances a rock unit or deposit within a slope is unstable (Marsh,

2005).
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3.2 Processes endangering the stability of landforms 

Estonia with its flat relief is not much affected by active exogenous processes of landforms (Mander

& Liiber, 2014). However, Estonia has approximately 105 800 hectares of erosion prone areas, in

which soil might get eroded by either strong rainwater or human activity (Kanal, 2004).

Areas  with  humid  climate  such  as  Estonia,  have  flowing  water  as  the  main  exogenous  force

affecting landforms (Astover, 2012).  Landforms in the coasts of the Baltic Sea and Lake Peipsi

suffer actively from wave activity, low coast of Lake Võrtsjärv is altering because of significant

decrease in water level  and flourishing of shore vegetation. The relief of North East Estonia is

changed  actively  by  mining and  piling  up  semicoke.  Constructing  roads  affects  relief  greately

(Arold,  2005).  Subsequently there are  brought  out  landforms and areas  in  Estonia  that  require

special attention because these are prone to hazards affecting slope stability.

3.2.2 Klint and man-made slopes

Falling of sediments takes place on very steep slopes (over 35 degrees) and is therefore dangerous

on man-made slopes (quarries) but is not uncommon also on the Klint of North Estonia or on the

slopes of Silurian Klint in Saaremaa. During the process rocks of differing size are falling to the

lower part of the landform (Mander & Liiber, 2014).

Another main influence is sea water that causes coastal erosion by crushing the sealine with storm

waves  and sand or  stone  particles  brought  with  them.  Coastal  erosion  is  especially  intense  on

landforms with steep slopes that have direct contact with sea. Steep cliffs can be found in Mustjala,

Rannamõisa, Cape Pakri, Osmussaare and elsewhere (Astover, 2012). 

3.2.3 Steep slopes and uplands

One of the major dangers connected to designing slopes is the outwashing of soil by water – water

erosion. Most of the slopes with no vegetation cover that have slopes exceeding 8 degrees will

suffer from erosion in our climate (Niine, 1976).
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The positive landforms of relief will have eroded soils and negative landforms alluvial soils (carried

by water). In the first phases of erosion only smaller sediments are deported but the size is enlarging

as water quantity is increasing. Erosion does not create new landforms, it makes existing ones lower

and fills depressions between them with sediments (Astover, 2012).

Erosion  of  flowing  water  is  affecting  predominantly  uplands in  South  East  Estonia,  Pandivere

Upland and Vooremaa Upland. The erosion from agriculture has decreased in those areas but recent

years have created many cases of erosion because of recreational  activities and construction of

buildings. Soil is damaged because higher hills are created into slalom skiing slopes and skiing

tracks, problematic are also off-road hikes and hillclimbing competitions (Kanal, 2004).

3.2.4 Soils of poor hydraulic conductivity

Landsliding is a process that might happen on slopes of (7)10 - 40 degrees, as sediments of different

size or blocks of stones move along slope to the lower part of the landform in a way that slided

material gets mixed minimally. In Estonia there are examples of landslides in vallyes with clayey

soils in West Estonia, in the Cambrian clays soils below the Klint of North Estonia and also in man-

made objects such as dams (Mander & Liiber, 2014). 

The emergence of landslide depends on slope angle, geological structure and moisture content of

soils. Landslip is unlikely on slopes with no defined structure even if these slopes are very steep

(Figure 5). The sequence of sediment layers is essential – layer of sediments with good hydraulic

conductivity (sand) on top of for example clay may cause excessive moisture content in lower layer.

That might lead to the weakening of slope structure (Mander & Liiber, 2014).

Figure 5. The process of landslide depending on soils (Mander & Liiber, 2014)

Landslides can be contributed also by people that use previously described slopes. Increasing slope 
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angle, adding extra weight to the top of a slope with built structures or additional soil (unless pile

foundation is used), directing additional water to the slope (creating flowerbeds) and the removing

of vegetation should be avoided (Mander & Liiber, 2014).

3.2.5 Slopes of sandy soil

The extent of deflation areas in Estonia are 77 400 hectares. The most windy areas here are the

western coasts of West Estonia's islands and in North West Estonia with average wind speed of

more than 6 m/s – for example coastlines with dunes in Häädemeeste, West Hiiumaa and northern

shore of Lake Peipsi. The most stormy time is late fall in Estonia but that is the time when the soil is

either wet, frozen or covered with snow and deflation does not endanger sand soils (Kanal, 2004).

Sand soils are very infertile and therefore get covered with vegetation slowly, the problem is also

with sand dunes located in higher parts of relief  as those are  more drout prone in the summer

(Kanal, 2004). The most sensitive types of recreational forests are the ones with sandy soils. The

extent of treading can be decreased by using mulch under the trees. The most effective method

against treading is well thought-out path network (using boardwalks in waterlogged places) and

restricting car access (Tuul , 2009).

3.3 Analysing slope stability 

The previous information brought out areas in Estonia that require special attention when using

them in  landscape  design.  An analysis  should  be  conducted  on  some of  the  following factors:

steepness, composition, history of the landform (the time of last erosion or other kind of harming

activity), vegetation, existence of drainage lines (also gullying and strong seepage are all signs that

the slope might not be very stable) and land use (altering slopes increases danger of landslide).

These factors are shown in Appendix 1 (Marsh, 2005). 

3.3.1 Slope steepness

As explained before (in the subchapter Steep slopes and uplands) steep slopes increase the danger 
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of erosion. There are many degrees of slope, each of which has its own implications for usage and

maintainance but  when one attempts  to  walk up a slope a  surface angle beyond 45 degrees is

normally too steep and therefore a problem to maintain (Coltart, 2007). The general rule for slopes

is that they should not exceed 45 degrees, in practice most common slope angles are 1:2, 1:3 or less

(Nurme, 2003). If the slopes are to be grassed, mowing machine manufactures suggest that the

angle  should  not   be  more  than 30  degree  from  the horizontal  for  safety  reasons  and  ease  of

maintenance (Brookes, 2002). Another types of planting should be used if the slope angle is steeper.

3.3.2 Soil composition

There is maximum angle for each building material, called angle of repose, at which it can be safely

inclined and beyond which it will fail (shown in Appendix 2). The angle of repose varies widely for

different  materials,  from  90  degrees  (strong  bedrock)  to  less  than  10  degrees  in  some  loose

materials (Marsh, 2005). Water content is a very important factor. The angle of repose for sand is

always lower than for loams but soils with very high moisture content (for example clays) have very

low angle of repose. Dense untouched soil has always higher angle of respose than processed soil

(Niine, 1976).

 

The angle of repose is an important consideration in design process as in terms of using materials

other than plants on slopes certain materials work better on certain gradients. If there is a need to

use a particular material for design reasons, then the steepness of the slope will have to be lessened.

Also, when using gravels on slopes, one should avoid smooth or round stones and always try to

select a type that has angular pieces to lock them together and minimize the potential slippage.

Another factor for gravel is the depth of it – if the material has been laid too deeply then it will be

prone to movement when walked upon and accentuate the effects of the gradient (Coltart, 2007).

3.3.3 Vegetation cover

Vegetation cover can reduce or eliminate soil erosion as its root systems forms a fibrous network

that anchors the soil (Leszczynski, 1999). The influence on slopes is highly variable depending on

soil type - vegetation with extensive root systems undoubtedly imparts added stability to slopes

composed of clay, silt, sand, and gravel, but the influence is limited mainly to the surface layer 
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where the bulk of the roots are concentrated. In places with very coarse materials such as cobbles,

boulders, and bedrock blocks, the influence of vegetation is typically not significant unless large

trees buttress loose rock. The presence of a forest cover can increase the inclination by 10 to 15

degrees above to 33 degree repose angle on sandy slopes producing a metastable slope condition

(Marsh, 2005). 

As explained earlier (in subchapter Slope steepness) maintainance should also be taken into account

when  choosing  vegetation  cover. Grass  is  suitable  for  slopes  that   can  not  be  very  steep   but

groundcovers  have  more areas of usage.  The degree of  shade on to  the ground will  provide a

limiting factor as groundcover is normally planted under trees and shrubs. Another important factor

is the speed of growth - the key is selecting plants that will quickly knit together and stop soil from

being washed downhill by rainwater (Coltart, 2007).

Plants control water erosion in four ways:

1.Early seeding with erosion-controlling grasses immediately after grading helps roots to develop

quickly.

2.Leaves and branches form canopies or blankets that break the force of falling water.

3.Roots from fibrous masses that help to hold soil in place.

4.Mulch aerates soil and increases its water absorption rate (Leszczynski, 1999).
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4. LANDFORMS AND ACOUSTICS

4.1 Sound

Landforms are used as a basing structures for outdoor concert venues as it enables integrating stage

and seatings naturally into the landscape. Built structures become extensions for natural topography.

Existing  hills  provide  support  for  stairs  or  seating,  simultaneously  decreasing  the  extent  of

construction needed. A good example of such structures are amphitheatres. During the antiquity,

open theatres had an acoustic quality that amazes visitors and experts alike. Acoustics were tuned

for  speech intelligibility  allowing even very  large  audiences  to  hear  clearly  the  actors  and the

singing chorus (Mourjopoulos, 2015).

Outdoor sound propagation is  affected by variety of factors,  such as source geometry and type

(point,  line,  coherent,  incoherent),  meteorological  conditions  (wind  and  temperature  variations,

atmospheric  turbulence),  atmospheric  absorption  of  sound,  terrain  type  and  contour  (ground

absorption of sound, reflections) and obstructions (buildings, barriers, vegetation, etc) (Lamancusa,

2009).

In nature incident acoustic energy is transformed into vibrational energy and is transmitted along

the surface layer. This vibration disturbance can propagate for long distances, before dissipating or

re-radiating as sound. Sound propagation over ground of finite impedance is derived from analogy

to electromagnetic wave theory. Refracted wave leaves the surface at the angle of incidence, with its

amplitude and phase modified by the impedance of the surface. The reflected wave propagates to

the receiver, along with direct wave from the source (Lamancusa, 2009).

Usage of hard building materials is needed to improve sound transmittion. The surface over which

sound propagates can seldom be considered perfectly rigid or totally reflective (with the possible

exceptions of open water, ice, or concrete). Prediction of ground effects requires knowledge of the

absorptive and reflective properties (the acoustic impedance) of the surface (Lamancusa, 2009) –

the examples of flow resistivity is in Appendix 3.
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Figure 6. Acoustic wave propagation 2D model for the Epidaurus theatre (Mourjopoulos, 2015).

The secret of acoustics of ancient amphitheatres is largely the unique amphitheatrical shape: for any

sound produced in the stage or the orchestra, the geometric shape and hard materials of the theatre’s

surfaces generate sufficient reflected and scattered sound energy. The blue curves on Figure 6 show

the direct and reflected waves at successive time instances indicated by the red dotted lines. Waves

comes first from the stage building, then the orchestra floor and finally from the surfaces at the top

and back of seat rows adjacent each listener position and which is uniformly spread to the audience

area (Mourjopoulos, 2015).

4.2 Noise

Landforms can also be used to muffle undesirable sound. A higher level of urban sounds has come

to be known as "noise pollution" that impact our physical health, stress levels, and quality of life in

much  the  same  way  that  other,  more  obvious  forms  of  pollution  affect  us  (Georgia  Forestry

Commission, 2008). One of the main sources of noise is traffic - motorway noise, particularly if the

road is of concrete, can travel a considerable distance (Brookes, 2002). 

Traffic noise level changes on the exterior of a building should be monitored and if they exceed

maximum permissive level, additional measures should be used. Permissive noise levels in Estonia

can  be  found  in  legislative  document  “Müra  normtasemed  elu-  ja  puhkealal,  elamutes  ning

ühiskasutusega hoonetes ja mürataseme mõõtmise meetodid” (Eesti Standard, 2016).  Expected and

maximum allowable noise levels of traffic in Estonia Appendix 4.

Outdoor noise  pollution can be  muffled by three measures – adjusting source of the sound; altering
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path and distance of the sound transmission; and by protecting receiver of the sound (Harris &

Dines, 1998). Acoustical treatment at noise source is mostly possible, however, this is often not as

economically feasible as control of noise by various landscape planning techniques.

Noise propagated to a reciever depends on: distance from traffic, type of ground, height of receiver,

amount of shielding and height of source - the easiest way to incorporate all these variables is using

one of many calculation methods available for computers. At sufficient distances, all noise sources

can be considered a point source.  Although, topographic conditions can make some areas more

susceptible to noise. Valleys, ravines or downwind sites, for example, can channelize sound waves

and noise pollution. These will be intensified when highways or railways cross a valley, for instance

(Harris & Dines, 1998).

Among other methods, for example, well thought-out planning could be used; adding earthen berms

with  walls  or  vegetation;  choosing  right  type  of  road  material;  or  using  sunken  roads  (Eesti

Standard, 2016). Research has shown that it is more effective to use a multi-faceted approach to

noise reduction rather than a single tool (Georgia Forestry Commission, 2008).

Each paving material creates different amount of noise. Knowing this helps to estimate the possible

need for protection measures. Most noise is created on cobblestone and sett paving, also concrete.

Secondary  noise  sources  are  natural  ground materials,  porous  and rubberized  asphalt  concrete.

Smaller fraction of stone matrial in asphalt concrete will decrease noise levels but also adhesion

coefficient (Eesti Standard, 2016: 71). 

4.2.1 Earthen berms

Earthen berms have several functions – in addition to muffling noise, these also provide shelter

from winds and collect snow (Tuul, 2009). Barriers of landforms also help to decrease the influence

of vibration. Berms are mostly used together with plants or wall to intensify protection. Berms can

either be temporary or remain as a permanent landscape feature (Harris & Dines, 1998). 

One of the considerations when planning noise barriers such as walls and earthen berms is that these

should be built as continuous structures to effectively muffle undesirable sound. If necessary there

should be accesses within the barrier for pedestrians but those should be constructed in a way that 
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does not  obstruct noise  blocking. Noise barriers  should also  take into  account important views to

neighbouring areas (Eesti Standard, 2016). Therefore, there are many factors to consider for finding

a balance.

The area of usage for traditional earthen berms is limited as the cost of land in cities is expansive

and berms might also prove to be architecturally unsuitable (Eesti Standard, 2016). Earthen berms

need to keep views to important adjacent areas open. Thus, these are traditionally used in areas of

sparse settlement (Eesti Standard, 2016). Different berm types are shown in Appendix 5. In addition

to functional uses, earthen berms and interchange roads can be designed as landscape architecture

objects, often using land-art (Tuul, 2009). 

In urban context psychological of earthen berms can be used. An example from Barcelona, Spain of

primarly visual  separation of traffic and pedestrian road with berms and trees is  shown on the

Figure 7. These berms are too low to protect from the noise pollution effectively but hiding the

source of disturbance helps to make walking the street more pleasant (Tuul, 2009).

Noise  of  light  traffic  can  be  muffled  simplely  with  a  berm  and  shrubs  (Georgia  Forestry

Commission,  2008).  But  it  must  be  taken into account  that  this  kind  of  combination  of  noise

protection measures will only muffle sound only up to the first floor of a house. Greater protection

can be achieved by adding wall on top of a berm (Tuul, 2009). The maximum height of a wall in

urban context is 1,6 meters (Eesti Standard, 2016). Noise from heavy traffic requires a minimum of

dense shrubs, a solid wall  (wood, stone,  or recycled material),  and two rows of evergreen trees

(Georgia Forestry Commission, 2008).

Figure 7. Berms in urban context (Tuul, 2009).

First step of designing noise barriers is to determine the source of the noise and the area to be

screened. The placement of noise barrier influences the effectiveness of it (Figure 8). Intrusive 
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sound   should  be   absorbed,  deflected,  and  muffled   as  close   to  the   source  as  possible   (for

homeowners  that  point  is  the  property  line)

(Georgia  Forestry  Commission,  2008).  If

placing noise barriers as close to noise source

the area protected from pollution is larger and

the barrier needed is also lower.

Figure 8. Placement of barriers (Harris, Dines, 1998)

Creating earth berms as noise barriers requires

changing of existing landforms. Attention should be payed to slope stabilization and drainage to

avoid erosion  and other  negative  side-effects  (written  more  in  detail  in  the  sub-chapters  about

landform stability). Earthen berm and interchange road slopes with lower angles should be designed

slightly S-shaped. Steeper slopes (more than 1 : 1,5) should be secured with erosion preventing

materials. Slope angles 2,5 : 1 - 5 : 1 require the usage of retaining wall and slopes over 5 : 1 special

designs (Tuul, 2009).

Typical angle of earth berm would be 1 : 2 – 1 : 1,5 on the side of highway and lower on the other

side (Eesti Standard, 2016). The lower the slope, the easier grass cutting and equipment access will

be. Earthen berm should be at least 3 feet (0,9 meters) wide for every 1 foot (0,3 meters) in height,

and have vegetation of appropriate grasses or shrubs (Georgia Forestry Commission, 2008).

Planting  shrubs  and trees  on  slopes  of  earth  berms help  to  both  integrate  new landforms into

surroundings and protect slope from erosion. Slopes steeper then 1 : 3 are easier to cover with

bushes that have deep roots or with meadow plants or groundcovers instead of lawn that does not

require cutting. Slopes steeper than 4 : 1 should not have any vegetation (Tuul, 2009).

Some of the groundcovers, shrubs and trees can be used to create a long-term, self-maintaining

natural plant community instead of lawn. That option has been popular recently and usually requires

less maintenance. The main negative side of that solution is weed control and the fact that initial

maintenance requirements can be highter (Harris & Dines, 1998).
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5. CLIMATE

5.1 Relief and climate

Although the territory of Estonia is not large, there are some climate differences in the eastern and

western part of Estonia. One of the reasons is location near the Baltic Sea that is making the climate

milder in West Estonia and on the islands. Relief is the second main factor influencing climate in

Estonia. Chapter 1 is giving more in-dept overview of it.

5.1.1 Winds and precipitation

The prevailing winds in Estonia blow from south and west direction. The most common is wind

blowing from South-West. The average speed of wind 2,4 – 2,6 meters per second in South East

Estonia rises up to 6,3 meters per second in the western coast of Estonia (Enno, 2012). The wind

speed in Estonia is thus varying from light to moderate breeze (Kalliste, 2007).

The prevailing West and South-West winds bring humid air from the Atlantic Ocean. The air moves

without obstacles until it is stopped by uplands in East Estonia. Wind rises up on the western slopes

of the hills causing the air to cool and form clouds  An air mass cools as prevailing winds are

driving  it  up  a  mountain  slope,  often  to  the  point  of  precipitating  its  moisture  content  before

reaching the crest. That is the reason higher parts of Estonia's relief also have more precipitation. As

the winds are blowing from the western direction, eastern sides of hills have less rainfall (Kirjastus

Koolibri). The windward slopes also tend to be more humid and vegetated than the lee slopes that

are robbed of rainfall. To a lesser extent in microclimate any landform, can have the same effect

(Simonds, Stake 2006).

The least precipitation is on the islands in West Estonia (500 – 600 mm), Peipsi and Võrtsjärve

Lowland are also rather dry. In Haanja, Sakala and Pandevere Lowland it is approximately 700 mm

per year, the other areas have 600 – 700 mm of percipitation per year. Weather observations have

proved that uplands also have influence on thunderstorms (Kirjastus Koolibri).

The accumulation of precipitation in uplands is especially noticeable in the winter with snowfall.

The lenght of snow cover in Estonia is varying greatly (Figure 8) from the average of 81 days per  
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year  in  western  coast to 137  days  in  Pandivere  Upland. High  inland  landforms get  snow cover

usually more than one month earlier, is thicker and lasts longer than in West Estonia and on the

islands (Enno, 2012). Sometimes skiing is possible in the uplands even in April (Kirjastus Koolibri).

Figure 8 & 9. Average lenght of snow cover in days (Enno, 2012). The relief of Estonia (Aunap).

5.1.2 Solar radiation and air temperature

The total number of solar radiation is highest in the western coast and on the islands. Upland areas

are  less  sunny  because  of  extensive  cloudiness  (Eesti  Ehitusteave,  2000).  The  Sun  is  shining

approximately 1630 hours per year inland and 1950 hours in the coast. The most cloudy seasons are

fall and winter (from November to February) (Enno, 2012).

Air temperature is mostly affected by the Baltic Sea in Estonia. Relief has influence on local air

temperature as it is decreasing when hights are rising. The falling of temperature in troposhere is

gradual – the average decrease is 6,4 degrees per one kilometer (Mander & Liiber, 2014).

Estonia's highest peak of prominance is 122 meters in North East of Estonia. That would mean the

fall of temperature approximately 0,8 degrees when climbing up the semicoke hill. Thus, this factor

does not have much influence in Estonia. The same applies also to atmospheric pressure and the

density of air in the context of Estonian hills.

5.2 Landform affecting microclimate 

Microclimatology is so-called “science of small-scale weather” as it studies climatic conditions 
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within a limited area. Every property has some degree a variety of microclimates. The purpose of

the scientific study is to  discover sacts  and principles which  may be applied to improve the human

condition  (Simonds  &  Stake,  2006).  It  depends  on  several  factors  such  as  solar  radiation,

topography, albedo of the surface, local wind conditions, and the size of the area covered by each

heating surface (Marsh, 2005).  Orientation and off-site conditioners as hills, forests, rivers, water

bodies, and urbanization make a difference too (Simonds & Stake 2006).

Temperate regions like Estonia need to take into account the fluctuation of temperature when the

seasons change and the repetitive freezing and thawing action. It means that the expectations for

microclimate also differ seasonally. Also, annual precipitation is fairly high. The general strategies

for temperate climate include diverting away severe North-East or North-West winter winds. At the

same time, openings for cooling summer breezes should maintain. In the summer there is need for

afternoon shade (Harris & Dines, 1998). 

Temperate regions are suitable for partially buried structures as these will be warmer in the winter

and cooler in the summertime. A requirement for partially buried structures is well-drained slope

(Simonds & Stake 2006).

5.2.1 Wind

In order to protect an outdoor area from cold winds, the area could be placed behind a protective

structure. A positive landform can provide that function. Winds should be blocked in a way that

openings for cooling summer breezes needed especially in summertime are maintained. Taking into

use the top of a hill might make the area too windy for long-term use, although it would give a great

view over surroundings. In temperate climates it

is suggests to take into use South-East “military

crest” (Figure  10)  to  recieve  both  sun  and

breezes, but to avoid cold winds at the true crest

(Harris & Dines, 1998).

Figure 10. Location of military crest (Wikipedia, 2014)

In addition to protecting from the wind, landforms can also create air turbulance. It might happen if

landform has abrupt form or any kind of extreme elevation – therefore, smooth streamlined forms 
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should be preferred in design to induce the smooth flow of air (Simonds & Stake, 2006). 

5.2.2 Sun radiation

Air temperature depends on the angle of sun radiation, the latter depends on the height of the sun

during midday. Sun angles vary as the seasons change. A more direct angle (closer to 90 degrees),

causes a greater concentration of solar radiation on the surface. Smaller angles, on the other hand,

have weaker solar intensities (Marsh, 2005). The more perpendicular a slope to the sun rays, the

warmer the surface temperature (Simonds & Stake 2006).

To compute the influence of an inclined sufrace on local sun angle, one must first determine the sun

angle on flat ground for the latitude of the place; then the direction in which the slope faces; and

finally the angle of the slope. If the slope faces the noon sun, the sun angle on the slope is equal to

the flat ground angle plus the angle of the slope. For the products greater than 90 degrees, subtract it

from 180 degrees to get the correct angle. For slopes that face away from the sun, the sun angle is

equal to the flat surface sun angle minus the angle of the slope anf if the product is negative, the

slope is in shadow (Marsh, 2005).

Table 2. Direct solar raditation at different slope angles and times of year in Tõravere (Russak &

Kallis, 2003).

Southern slopes get more solar radiation compared to horizontal surfaces, and northern slopes less.

The effect grows gradually as the slope inclination grows. As shown in the Table 2, solar radiation

on southern slope of 20 degrees is 26% higher than on horizontal surface and on northern slope

35% smaller (Russak & Kallis, 2003). Therefore, in order to have as much solar radiation as 
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possible, the slope angle for northern slopes needs to be small. 

There  are  also seasonal  differences  –  from November to  March 20 degree  slopes  of  opposing

orientations in Tõravere get solar radiation that differ 9,5 times.  In the summer the variation is

smaller (60 % difference) (Russak & Kallis, 2003). 

South-facing slopes could be used in design for growing tender plants that are sensitive to low

temperatures elsewhere. Also, south-facing banks could be used for basking in the sun as shown on

(Dee, 2001). Still, the southern slope might not be the best choice if the winds are blowing from the

same direction as the wind might offset the temperature advantage (Simonds & Stake, 2006).

5.2.3 Humidity

Estonia  has  rather  humid climate  with  fairly  high annual  precipitation.  Humidity  creates  some

unpleasant effects such as wet cold and wet heat. Wet cold is more chilling than dry cold and wet

heat  more  enervating  than  dry  heat.  Since  cold  wet  air  and  fog  gathers  into  depressions  or

obstructions,  these can form “pools of cool” - or unwelcome frost pockets. Also, areas with wet,

impervious soils should be avoided (Simonds & Stake, 2006).

This  should  be  taken  into  account  when  using  depressions  as  a  design  element  as  landform's

microclimate might make it unpleasant. Depressions should be planned in places that are opened to

sunlight and have well-drained soils. Negative natural conditions can also be improved by induced

air circulation and opening the area to the drying effects of the sun (Simonds & Stake, 2006).

5.2.4. Shade

Landforms naturally provide shade on the opposite  side of

slope opened to solar radiation so that this could be applied

for the areas used in midday in the summer. Shade can also

be created with dramatic landform slope angles used in land-

art  compositions.  One  example  is  using  cuttings  -   paths

enclosed by landform or retaining walls on both sides.                    Figure 11. Cuttings (Dee, 2001)
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Cuttings provide destinct landscape experiences. If cuttings are deep, the microclimate tends to be

still and silent; damp and cool. If landform is shallow, the microclimate will be warm and sunny. As

hidden places cuttings offer opportunities for dramatic contrast of spatial experience, moving from

open expansive spaces to 'closed in' territory with very different microclimate. These can be used

for symbolic, spatial and microclimatic reasons (Dee, 2001). Cuttings could be used for example in

the design of memorials to convey the feeling of the event.  
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6. RECREATION ON SLOPES

Landforms could be added functions and used as recreational areas. Term 'recreation' has a broad

meaning. In general it  refers to any human activity that results in a pleasure response. It is not

restricted  with  certain  user  group  nor  certain  place,  it  can  provide  physical,  intellectual,  or

emotional benefits, within the constraints of individual morality and/or social acceptability (Harris

& Dines, 1998).

When designing a public recreational area, the user group might be from children to senior citizens,

professional athlets, and also those who are physically and/or mentally handicapped. Those user

groups have varying interests and level of skill (Harris & Dines, 1998). Applying universal design

principles is beneficial to adapt the space to differing needs.

The following list  of public outdoor activities that use landforms in their design in one way or

another and provides functions to them. Although, most of the sport game fields require flat ground

(that has 1,5...2 % angle of inclination to one of the sides) that can not be included to the list

(Nurme, 2003).

1. Skateparks
2. Range sports
3. 3. Children's playgrounds
4. Small amphitheatres
5. 5. Golf
6. Winter activities: sledging, skiing, snowmobiling
7. Climbing, hiking

Skatepark can be designed by landscape modelling, it is often obstructed because of restrictions in

using asphalt surface (Nurme, 2003). Snake run (curved channel, with walls 2,4 to 3,5 m high) or

bowls and pools (depths from 2,1 to 3,5 m) are added as major landforms to skateparks (Harris &

Dines, 1998).

In archery, rifle and pistol ranges landforms are used as safety measures behind and to the sides of

target area, although for example archer and the target should be approximately the same elevation

(Harris & Dines, 1998).

Different   kind  of  small varying landforms  are often used  in playground  design.  But  in order to
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make  the  area  available  also  for  disabled  kids,  the  relief  needs  to  be  flat  and  have  sufficient

drainage. Playgrounds that involve change in elevations should also have a ramp with no more than 

60 degree angle (Eesti Arhitektide Liit et al, 2012).

Small  amphitheaters  are  usually  designed for  campgrounds.  It  should  be  built  into  a  naturally

existing or graded bowl if possible and should face away from late afternoon sun. An amphitheatre

should also include ramps and associated special design facilities for those who are handicapped

(Harris & Dines, 1998).

Winter activities often use slopes of hills for several activities. Snowmobiles, for example, are often

used on terrain and trail systems such as existing snow-covered fire lanes, trails, and rural roads

extending out from a central lodge facility. These are usually considered incompatible with most

forms of non-motorized winter recreation. Grades in excess of 12 percent, as well as trails cut into

steep side slopes should be avoided. (Harris & Dines, 1998). 

Roads are often turned into skiing tracks in the winter. Cross-country skiing tracks should pass over

a variety of terrains, from flat open meadows to steeper grades. Downhill skiing could also be used

but it involves larger danger of erosion.
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7. METHODOLOGY

Literature review provided presumptions for design process and knowledge about the local context.

The aim of the survey was to find the ideas that could potentially be used in Estonia. Projects that

can mostly be used as a source of inspiration were also included as these provide information about

prevailing  trends.  The  survey  was  conducted  using  Landezine  website.  It  is  an  internationally

renowned web magazine showcasing projects of contemporary landscape architecture. The projects

looked through were chosen by the year of construction. These included years 2013 to 2017 and

355 projects in total. The survey concentrates on landforms and to the functions provided by these.

Esthetical beauty was not taken into account in this survey. All of the projects with one or more

functions were recorded in the table.

Functionality types evaluated in projects:

1. Presenting landform: valuable landforms used as focuses in design

2. Memorials: landscape modelling used in memorial design. It also involves landforms with

historical importance. In this case good microclimate does not always refer to a warm and

sunny slope but can also be used to create microclimate that conveys the frame of mind of

the event.

3. Event ground: the places where elevations are used to define public area for events

4. Landforms as barriers

5. Microclimate

6. Winter  activities:  only  additional  activities  are  counted,  not  activities  continuing  in  the

winter.

7. Slopes used for recreation 

8. Children play areas

9. Sitting and laying

10. Lookout

11. Good acoustics 

The definition of landforms (chapter 1.2) was extended. Designed structures were also included into

the  table  of  results  as  long  as  these  were  following  ground's  angles  (acted  as  extensions  of

landforms).  Classic  structures  such  as  stairs,  ramps,  terraces,  retaining  walls  and  so  on  were

included if they provided an additional value.
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8. RESULTS

Table 3. Results of the survey of Landezine web magazine.
NAME

PRESENTING
LANDFORM

MEMORIAL EVENT
GROUND

BARRIER
GOOD
MICRO-
CLIMATE

WINTER RECRE
ATION

KID'S
PLAY 

SIT/
LAY

LOOK-
OUT

GOOD
SOUND

1 Keukenhof, Lisse x x x

2 AVIC Park x

3 Northern Plaza x x

4 MAX IV Laboratory x x

5 Han river x x x

6 Bostanlı x x x

7 Eutin 2016+ x x

8 Zuidwestoever x x x

9 Dalsnibba Skywalk x x

10 Przełomy x x

11 Seaside Körbecke x x x

12 Beiqijia  District x

13 The Soul of Nørrebro x x

14 Öresjö x x x

15 be-MINE x x x

16 Széll Kálmán square x

17 Mont-St-Michel x

18 The Gap x x

19 Chicago Riverwalk x x x

20 Glenelg Foreshore x

21 Governors Island x x x

22 Parque Tercer Milenio x x x

23 New Ludgate x

24 Into the Wild x x

25 Pukeahu Memorial x x x

26 Guldbergs Plads x x

27 Barangaroo Reserve x x

28 Lewis Cubitt Park x x

29 Al Shaheed Park x x x x

30 Jubilee Square x x x

31 Centennial Plaza x x

32 Nordic Ski Centre Planica x x x

33 Skjervsfossen x x

34 The Bluff x

35 Raadhuisplein Emmen x x

36 Neue Meile Böblingen x

37 Berta Kröger Plaza x x

38 Plaine de Plainpalais x x

39 Green Road Works x x

40 Hafenpark x
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NAME
PRESENTING
LANDFORM

MEMORIAL EVENT
GROUND

BARRIER
GOOD
MICRO-
CLIMATE

WINTER RECRE
ATION

KID'S
PLAY 

SIT/
LAY

LOOK-
OUT

GOOD
SOUND

41 The Goods Line x x

42 G. & L. Hentsch Park x x x

43 Estienne-et-Foch Barrack x

44 UTS Alumni Green x

45 Katwijk Coastal Defence x x

46 Medibank Place x

47 Grønnegården x

48 Bjørnsletta School x

49 Centenary Square x

50 Deichgärten & Donaupark x x x x

51 La Mar Bella skatepark x

52 Nou Barris skatepark x

53 Zhengzhou Vanke x

54 Les Corts Skatepark x

55 Velenje City Center x x x x

56 Israel Square x x

57 Georgswall x

58 Watford Parade x

59 23° Escape x

60 Drapers Field x

61 Heavenly Water Service x x x

62 Wylde Mountain x

63 Statens Museum for Kunst x

64 Shale Experience Park x x x

65 Frew Park Arena x

66 Sechseläutenplatz x

67 Martin Luther King Park x

68 The Sports Park x

69 Four Harbour Roof Park x

70 Schwäbisch Gmünd x x x

71 Sadovniki Park x x

72 Nieuwegein x

73 Sishane Park x x x

74 Clos Layat Park x x

75 Riverside Lünen x x x

76 A toddlers playground x

77 Kavel K x x

78 Zorlu Playground x

79 Hoekenrode Square x

80 The CommonGround x
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NAME
PRESENTING
LANDFORM

MEMORIAL EVENT
GROUND

BARRIER
GOOD
MICRO-
CLIMATE

WINTER RECRE
ATION

KID'S
PLAY 

SIT/
LAY

LOOK-
OUT

GOOD
SOUND

81 Beaulieu Neighbourhood x

82 Park am Gleisdreieck x

83 Rochetaillée banks x x

84 Buitenschot Park x x

85 Qinglongshan Plaza x

86 Garden of Remembrance x

87 Storehouse City Münster x x x

88 Maria Park x x x

89 Place de la Brèche x

90 Auteuil Race Course Park x

91 Poppy Plaza x x

92 Grorudparken x

93 Masonic Amphitheatre x x x

94 lower Mincio x x x

95 Quilotoa Crater Overlook x x

96 Glacis Park x x x

97 The East End x x

98 Fengming Mountain Park x

99 Lemvig Skatepark x x

100 Place de la République x x

101 ZAC Andromède Park x

102 Hunter’s Point x x x

103 Vanke Chongqing Xijiu x x x

104 The Krymskaya x x

105 Billie Holiday x x

106 Stjepan Radić Square x x
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8.1 Analysis of the results 

8.1.1. Presenting landform

Only 6 projects fit  into the category. Most likely the reason was the lack of wild nature based

projects  presented  in  the  website.  4  out  of  6  projects  included  the  combination  of  presenting

landscape and lookout functions.

All  4  projects  including  lookouts  were  located  in  mountains  a  lot  higher  than  Estonian  hills.

Therefore, the ideas can be taken as general inspiration. All lookout projects presented had sensitive

style letting natural landscape shine – the design did not take central position. Dalsnibba Skywalk

and Quilotoa Crater Overlook provide lookout to the distance. The Gap and Skjervsfossen aim to let

visitors interact with the sight by creating accesses to hardly approachable places, letting people

touch and feel the sight.

The Bluff is a project that stood out for its approach in fragile landscape design. Most of the sites in

Estonia that have noticable landforms also need protection. The project leads visitor to a journey

through  a  former  military  landscape  and  to  different  installations  while  keeping  the  ground

untouched. 

All of the lookout projects require high landforms and straight, 90 degree slopes. Skjervsfossen's

ideas could also be used in Estonia with smaller slope angles – on ancient valley of Rõuge for

example. The Gap ideas could be used on ancient river valleys such as in Piusa, Ahja, or Võhandu

as those provide 180 degree view. Dalsnibba Skywalk would work well also on coastal banks such

as in Pakri, Türisalu, Mustjala and so on as it allows visitors to access to the walls of the banks

instead of just  having a great  view.  The Bluff could be used on relief  types rather than single

landforms, such as in Luitemaa, Sinialliku springs, Ilumetsa meteor craters. 

Figure 12. 1-The Bluff. 2-The Gap                                                              
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8.1.2 Memorials

Only 5 projects fit into the category. 4 of 5 projects included the combination of memorial and

microclimate.  All  4  projects  that  use landforms for  creating  microclimate are  war  and military

memorials but they all use microclimate for different functions. Green Road Works has partially

restaurated former defensive trench and bunker system that places visitor into sunken path with

dramatic microclimate difference from the surroundings.  

Pukeahu Memorial Park also places people walking through into landform cuttings but those are so

low and does not create much shade. The aim for rised banks is to place visitors inside a landart

piece of multiple meanings. Microclimatic effect of this project is achieved on top of the slopes of

earthen banks not within.

Remembrance Place in Glacis Park also uses cuttings to make a connection with past fortifications

and trenches. The elevations created are dramatic but the event ground created within the memorial

is wide enough to avoid creating deep and dark mood. It rather protects from possible winds so that

memorial events could be held.

Memorials are very site specific and therefore it is difficult to propose a certain place. But as all of

the projects described above, the site location should ideally have some historical connections with

the event to create more meaningful layers to the design.

8.1.3. Event ground

9 projects fit into the category. All of the projects used landforms also for providing sitting/laying

functions. There are three main methods for creating event grounds in the projects – using sunken

grass area (in 2 projects), defining sitting area with gentle sculpturing of lawn (2), and using rised

sitting area of stairs or slope to define the area (5). 

Sunken grass area examples picked out  are  both located in university  campuses.  The elevation

differences used are small, just large enough to use the bordering land or retaining wall as sitting

area facing the center of the event zone. Low sinuous landforms were created in Lewis Cubitt Park

that divide the lawn area into smaller defined parts. These enable people to lean their backs while 
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lying or sitting on the grass and having great view to the surroundings at the same time. Event

grounds with stairs as seats are very close to the classic outdoor concert venues and amphitheatres

in their structure and could be used for a large variety of events.

Any public park, larger lawn area or square could have some elevation to create areas for sitting in a

way that good views are provided to the activities and people around. The ground needs to be well-

drained and opened to the sunlight.

Figure 13. Lewis Cubitt Park 

8.1.4. Barriers

7 projects fit into the category. Pollution types screened varied from ground vibrations, noise and

dust  to  sand dune defenses.  Barriers were  used in  combination  with other functions  only in  2

projects - MAX IV Laboratory Landscape and  Buitenschot Park. Barriers  in those projects act also

as recreation facilities and landart objects. 

Noise was an issue solved with the help of positive landforms in 4 projects out of 7. Jubilee Square,

for example, has the highest levels near noisy road and the levels are falling across the lawned area

to the edges to give the sense of dynamism. Landscape modelling to increase the height of the site

near heavy traffic roads in the city would be beneficial although the main problem is to blend the

landform into landscape in a natural way. This would be easier if existing landscape already had

some elevations.

Buitenschot  Park  in  an  interesting  project  using  landart  to  reduce  low-fequency  ground  noise

distribution to settlement from the near-by airport (Figure 14). Similarly extensive and alike also in

approach is MAX IV Laboratory Landscape project that aims to provide protection from ground 
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vibrations. 

Figure 14. Buitenschot Park

Katwijk Coastal Defence project is designed to use dyke within dunes to protect against future sea

level rise in Netherlands.  The dyke is completely hidden from view by natural-looking dunes. The

design solution is practical and simple and could also be used elsewhere. Dyke-in-dune coastal

defences could be used also in Estonia's flood prone sandy coastal areas. 

8.1.5. Microclimate

26 projects fit into the category. Pleasant microclimate created by landforms occurred often together

with sitting / laying and lookout functions.

13 out of 26 projects included the combination all three - microclimate,

sitting / laying, and lookout function. This type is very noticeable among

other projects in the research as all 10 out of 12 projects were very similar

– all of them located by the shore of a waterbody (sea, lake, basin) and had

stairs  leading  to  the  water. Those  stairs  were  used  in addition  to their

classic  function,  for  sitting.  This  way  a  great  view  and  pleasant

microclimate  was  ensured  as  sunny  slopes  were  preferred.

One of the projects from this group stood out as the stairs had varying

tread sizes, separating sitting part even more clearly (Figure 15).     Figure 15. Deichgärten and Donaupark

There were a  lot  of  projects  paying attention to  sunny slopes  in their  design.  Still,  a  lot  more

components need to be taken into account to create pleasant microclimate that were not showcased

in the project descriptions. 
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8.1.6. Winter activities

5 projects fit into the category. All of the project combined winter activities with recreation. 

The most  practical  ideas  for  winter  functionality  of  landforms is  ice skating and sledging.  Ice

skating rinks can be created by using sunken ball game fields for that purpose. Two projects - The

Soul of Nørrebro and Maria Park could be taken as an inspiration. 

Dialogue  Centre  Przełomy is  a  good  example  of  city  plaza  turned  into  sledging  slope  in  the

wintertime. The used flooring is smooth so that the same area can be used for skateboarding and

skating (in addition to everyday uses) in the other seasons.

8.1.7. Recreation

23 projects fit into this category. The variety of recreational activities connected to landforms is not

large – the main activities (besides wintertime activities) are ball games on sunken fields, landart

areas also used for recreation, skateparks and mountain bike trail.

14 of the 23 projects presented skateparks. Landezine web magazine provides a lot of inspiration for

skatepark design – for sunken (Kavel K, Raadhuisplein Emmen) design, skateparks as landmarks

(The Sports Park), or as components of central plazas (Israel Square project) and many more.

8.1.8 Children's play areas

39 projects fit into this category. Children's play areas experiment actively with different landforms

and  provide  a  lot  of  inspiration.  There  are  many landform elements  repeating  from project  to

project, most of all water (in 16 projects), and small artificial hills (16).

The most popular water elements are fountains (13 out of 16) placed in shallow depressions on

public plazas. The fountains presented have no surrounding walls as classic versions do (Figure 16).

Kids also enjoy playing with water flowing down the stairs (examples are Grorudparken and Four

Harbour Roof Park).
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Figure 16. 1-The CommonGround, 2- Governors Island

Using small often colorful artificial mounds in children's playgrounds is very popular (for example

Billie Holiday and Place de la Brèche playgrounds). A project by Espace Libre (called A toodlers

playground) uses landforms in kid's learning process. Playing with topography in small scale gives

children a chance to climb and also to try skateboarding on a safer surface with smaller differences

in elevations (for example Masonic Amphitheatre project).

Hill  slopes  were  used  for  play  functions  in  beMINE  and  Governors  Island  (Figure  16  on

right)projects that provide change from classic playgrounds as kids can climbing, explore and take

long slides on hill slopes.

8.1.9. Sitting / laying function

58 projects fit into this category. Classic slope protection measures such as retaining walls, stairs,

and terraces are often also used for sitting and leaning. 14 out of 58 projects uses those structures in

an upgraded way. Some ideas presented in the projects were - adding timber cover to ease the usage

(Vanke Chongqing Xijiu Plaza, Széll Kálmán square project,  Park am Gleisdreieck and so on),

adding  inviting  colors  (Fengming  Mountain  Park),  and  using  comfortable  seat  design  (New

Ludgate, UTS Alumni Green).

11 projects stood out for great the clever uses of microclimate in sitting (lying) areas. Rochetaillée

banks project and Cultural landscape path in the lower Mincio, for example, provide interesting

laying benches built in harmony with the slope. Also, there are several good examples of clever uses

of microclimate for created sundecks. 
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8.1.10 Lookout

21 projects  fit  into this  category.  The main ways landforms are used  in  providing lookout  are

already  previously  described.  Firstly,  the  combination  of  presenting  landscape  and  lookout

functions,  and  secondly,  the  combination  of  pleasant  microclimate,  sitting/laying  and  lookout

functions.

8.1.11. Good sound

1 project fit into this category. Amphitheatre and outdoor concert venue ideas were often presented,

but measures for improving sound quality were not showcased.
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9. DISCUSSION

Looking at the projects from functionality's point of view made many prevailing patterns visible.

The main ideas behind design solutions were rather universal and could be applied to a lot of places.

On detailed level (the usage of materials, forms), on the other hand, the projects are very site-

specific. Therefore, it is not possible to suggest a certain place in Estonia to apply these.

The  number  of  projects  using  landforms for  each  function  was  varying greatly.  Sitting/laying,

children's  play,  microclimate,  and lookout  provided enough data  to  make generalizations  about

them. The other functions were either applied using other kind of tools (not landforms) or are less

trendy at the moment.

Many problems such as insufficient amount of information became a problem in analysis of the

functions (for example about how the structures are constructed). The projects presented were from

all around the world and often showd context that is different from the one in Estonia. Therefore,

the conclusions made give general ideas about the approaches that have been popular in the recent

years. But these should be looked together with literature review to be able to fit them into Estonian

context.
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Magistritöö uurib, mil määral on võimalik kaasaegseid pinnavormide kujundamise võtteid rakendada

Eestis.  Kirjandusülevaate määrab tegurid, mis tuleks arvesse võtta enne kujundusprotsessi (reljeef,

disaini  põhimõtted,  pinnavormide  stabiilisus,  mõju  heli  levikule,  mikrokliima,  rekreatsioon).

Disainiideede  leidmiseks  on  teostatud  uuring  Landezine  veebilehel,  kus  pinnavormide

kasutusvõimalusi on hinnatud funktsionaalsuse alusel. Uuritud on projekte aastatest 2013 – 2017.

Uuringu käigus  tulid  välja  mitmed levinud võtted,  mil  viisil  pinnavormide  erinevaid  funktsioone

kombineeritakse.  Lisaks  joonistusid  välja  populaarsemad  teemad,  millega  pinnavormide

kujundamises tegeletakse ning millega mitte.
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APPENDIXES

Appendix 1. Slope analysis check list (Marsh, 2005)

Appendix 2. Angles of repose for different materias (Marsh, 2005).
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Appendrix 3. Flow resistivity (Lamancusa, 2009).

Appendix 4. Expected and maximum allowable noise levels of traffic in Estonia (Eesti Standard, 2016).
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Appendix 5. Different berm types are shown in(Harris, Dines, 1998)
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